


grand corridor 

“True Mediterranean houses are designed like little cities, 
with the central hallway, or colonnade, being the proverbial 
Main Street,” Sears says. With a vaulted arched ceiling, stone 
columns, three curvaceous medieval-style chandeliers, and 
antique French limestone flooring, the gallery, opposite, 
makes an impressive first impression. The eye-lifting drama 
continues with the trompe l’oeil ceiling that features gold 
and orange touches in true Mediterranean fashion. “I wanted 
the space to be timeless,” Sears says.  

entertaining hub
The bar area, above left, is a visually stunning and functional 
feature with white oak, a granite countertop, and walls 
dressed with pieces chiseled from the flooring material used 
elsewhere in the home. “With its stone cellar style, it looks 
like something you’d find in an old California winery,” Sears 
says. “The homeowner wanted an old-style walk-up bar 
with an iron rail—no barstools.”

appropriately aged 
The formal living room, above right, reflects a Mediterranean-
inspired palette of gold, terra-cotta, and blue-green. Three 
chandeliers hanging from rustic ceiling beams punctuate 
the center of the room. “My goal here, as it is throughout 
the house, is to have indirect lighting from all over the 
place,” Sears says. “It helps give a room a sense of age.” 
The fireplace continues that illusion. Inside the firebox, 
chisel marks give the appearance of age to pale bricks 
in a herringbone pattern. Although it’s a focal point, the 
ornate mantel is strategically small in scale. “So many old 
mantels aren’t human in proportion; they become almost 
altarlike,” Sears says. An eclectic mix of antique and new 
Italian and French furnishings enhances the continuity of 
the architecture. Durable, patterned fabrics foil stains. “This 
is an active family with a dog,” Sears says. “We didn’t use 
any solid fabrics in the house.” Groups of furnishings foster 
intimate conversations. “I wanted a place where eight people 
could sit down and talk without shouting,” she says.
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refined rustic 
Continuing the theme of restrained elegance, a dramatic 
vaulted ceiling crowns the dining room, opposite. Ceiling 
beams and the intricately patterned reclaimed wood floor 
contribute a casual look. “It’s purposely not overwrought,” 
Sears says. “We wanted it to have an aged, rustic feel.” An 
antique French chandelier featuring rock crystals and silver-
leaf light sconces designed by Sears elegantly contrast the 
rusticity. “I couldn’t find anything similar to what I was 
imagining there,” she says. A custom-stencil motif carries 
the architecture’s artful detailing to the antique dining chairs. 
Drapery panels serve as a frame for the showy windows.  

soft touch 
Embroidered silk fabric that dresses the dining room 
walls, top left, provides a soft counterpoint to the stone 
in the adjoining gallery. The fabric-covered walls also are 

functional. “Without a rug in a room with wood floors and a 
high ceiling, sound might be an issue,” Sears says. “The wall 
fabric provides great sound insulation.” 

Playing the angles 
Three types of reclaimed wood—red and white oak, with  
1-inch strips of walnut—comprise the dining room floor, 
above left. “We certainly didn’t want to cover up such 
intricately patterned flooring with a rug,” Sears says.

gothic romance 
A series of Gothic-style windows, above right, with mouth-
blown glass and irregular lead glazing, are the dining 
room’s showpieces. The diamond-pattern dividers feature 
accidentals, which replicate repair work common to old 
European windows. 
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Kitchen mix
The nearly 700-square-foot Italianate kitchen, opposite, 
features an undulating arched ceiling faced with brick veneer 
and reclaimed beams. A trio of arched windows echoes the 
ceiling’s design. Yellow trim on the windows adds definition 
and draws the eye to the expansive mosaic marble-tile wall. 
Italian-style terra-cotta flooring provides durability for the 
family of six. The 12×4-foot island houses appliances and 
provides plentiful storage, while the peninsula countertop 
makes a convenient buffet station when the family entertains. 
Stools fit neatly under the counter that separates cooking 
and prep spaces from the breakfast area.

Mosaic marvel 
The mosaic marble-tile wall, above, brings an overscale work 
of art to the kitchen. The centerpiece urn is detailed with 
rare blue marble. Sears put together a collage as a template 
for the elaborate wall design, which took several months for 
an artisan to craft. She also designed the hammered-copper 
range hood with stainless-steel trim that complements the 
chandelier’s scrollwork. Such painstaking touches were 
worth the effort. “I love a challenge,” Sears says.
interior designer and architectural consultant Lynn Sears 
Builder Randy Clowdus Construction

ResouRces on page 112

MeTals  
of Honor 

iron and brass are common 
to old Mediterranean 
houses, so designer lynn 
sears often incorporates the 
heavy metals in new homes. 
each piece she designs 
or finds—whether it’s a 
light fixture, vent grate, or 
transom insert—embodies 
craftsmanship. “as an 
artist, i realize that it takes 
a lot of people to make an 
iron piece—one person to 
design it, another to make 
it, another to paint it, and 
so on,” sears says. “it takes 
a lot of patience and a lot 
of time, and i believe that 
beauty is appropriate in such 
a classic, traditional house.” 
Heavy, intricate ironwork 
also implies permanence, 
and helps anchor a room 
without being too much of a 
distraction, she says.
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Beamed ceiling
Coffered ceilings made of 
reclaimed wood contribute to the 
coziness and informality.

Streamlined fixtures
simply styled iron chandeliers 
and sconces keep the room on 
the casual side. at night, the 
chandeliers emit a glow similar to 
soft candlelight, which prevailed 
in old Mediterranean houses. 
The main circular chandelier is a 
reproduction. The sconces came 
from an old house. 

Ornate mantel
although the limestone fireplace 
is elaborately detailed, the latin 
message carved on the mantel 
front is simple. The message 
translates to “Work, study,  
get ahead, ski”—the family’s 
motto. an overmantel molded 
design element accentuates the 
room’s height.

Arched doors
arched doors with vintage-style 
brass fixtures allow easy access 
to the outdoor living area. Bare 
glass emphasizes the views.

Textural walls
Textured glazed walls are 
the perfect backdrop for a 
comfortable, aged look. “They 
just say home,” sears says.

easeD luxury
“There’s not a television in sight,” 
sears says of the family room that’s 
intended to be a place for the parents 
and children to connect. its comfort 
comes from several key features.
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Reining in the volume
Well-planned detailing helps this Texas-size house seem 
intimate. Hefty beams, warm woods, room-softening arches, 
and more help break up the volume and give rooms a 
sensible scale. The attention to detail makes the home 
comfortable and inviting—and full of interest.

Walk-up bar 
although situated in 
a corner, the bar area 
is soft and graceful, 
thanks to the arched 
opening and curved 
bar—paneled to 
blend into the walls.

Outdoor 
living Brass-
and-steel lanterns, 
mosaic tile panels, 
and an ornate iron 
mirror echo the 
interior detailing.Kitchen an ornate french 

chandelier is grand enough to 
stand up to the spacious island 
and dramatic range hood.

MAiN LEvEL
6,787 sq. ft.
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Master bedroom a 
beam-and-plaster ceiling and 
wood chandelier echo the rustic 
elegance of the public spaces.

Natural light a pair of 
windows that echo the curves of 

the larger ones below brings natural 
light into the two-story entry.

UPPER LEvEL
3,730 sq. ft.
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